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SUMMARY 

As part of an extensive subsonic diffuser research program, the 
performance characteristics of annular-diffuser designs applicable to 
turbojet afterburners are being studied. The performance of a diffuser 
with a 240 equivalent cone angle and having an inner body designed for 
uniform total-pressure loss according to Gibson has been determined with 
and without vortex generators for flow control. The diffuser had a con
stant outer-wall diameter of 21 inches and an area. ratio of 1.9:1. The 
vortex generators used were rectangular, noncambered airfoils which were 
varied in span, angle setting, and location. The inlet velocity dis
tribution corresponded to that of fully developed pipe flow. The tests 
were conducted with axial inlet'flow and with a mean inlet whirl angle 
of 20.60 at a maximum inlet Mach number of 0.40 and a corresponding 

maximum Reynolds number of 1.28 X 106 based on the inlet hydraulic 
diameter. 

The best vortex-generator installations improved the diffuser static
pressure rise and downstream radial distributions without significantly 
altering the loss coefficients. ConSidering performance, geometry, and 
weight, the combination of the 240 diffuser and tailpipe compares very 
favorably, in general, with a 150 diffuser previously tested. 

INTRODUCTION 

The performance characteristics of subsonic annular-diffuser designs 
applicable to turbojet afterburners are being studied in a research pro
gram initiated to deve'lop short configurations which will provide stable 
flow, flat diffuser-exit veloc.i ty distributions, and efficient performance, 
all of which are important for good afterburner performance. 
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This is the fourth in a series of reports on this research program, 
which has so far depended primarily on vortex generators and on changes 
in the inner-wall contour for achieving the desired goals. The results 
of the initial investigation, in which a conical afterbody was used, 
are reported in reference 1. The conical afterbody was such as to pro
duce a typical annular diffuser having an equivalent cone angle of 150 • 

This same configuration was tested in a whirling flow; results of these 
tests are presented in reference 2. The effect of blariking off the 
inner shell, and thereby creating an abrupt area expansion, is shown in 
reference 3 for both axial and whirling inlet flow. These investiga
tions have served to establish reference points in the development of 
improved annular diffusers; the configuration with the conical inner 
body gave results which are considered typical, and the configuration 
of reference 3, while giving results which are unfavorable as was to 
be expected, gave important basic information necessary to proceed 
rationally in achieving the aforementioned goals. 

The configuration reported herein was arbitrarily fixed at an 
equivalent conical angle of 240 ; the shape of the inner body was no 
longer conical, as was the diffuser in references 1 and 2, but was 
approximately parabolic, having been curved to minimize losses as 
recommended by Gibson in references 4 and 5. This diffuser, while 
being 38 percent shorter than the 150 diffuser, should be of sufficient 
length to eliminate some of the adverse effects, primarily the vena 
contracta formation downstream of the inner-body terminal, observed for 
the abrupt-expansion diffuser of reference 3. 

The diffuser investigated, as well as all the other diffusers in 
the series, had a constant outer-wall diameter of 21 inches and an area 
ratio of 1.9:1. All the diffusers were tested under the same inlet con
ditions, a boundary layer corresponding to fully developed pipe flow, 
mean inlet Mach numbers up to about 0.4, and a corresponding maximum 

Reynolds number based on inlet hydraulic diameter of 1.28 X 106 . The 
240 diffuser was tested at inlet whirl angles of 00 and 20.60 with no 
flow control and with vortex generators consisting of NACA 0012 air
foils which were varied in span, angle setting, and location. 
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SYMBOLS 

static pressure 

total pressure 

whirl angle measured with respect to diffuser center 
line, deg 
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density 

coefficient of viscosity 

local velocity 

maximum velocity across an annular section 

constant, 0.00191 

perpendicular distance from either diffuser inner or 
outer wall, in. 

horizontal distance from diffuser inlet to the point 
determined, in. 

radius of duct, in. 

weighted static pressure, 

weighted total pressure, 

impact pressure, H - P 
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weighted whirl angle, 
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hydraulic'diameter, 4 x Cross-sectional area of duct 
------------- == 0.541 ft 

Perimeter of duct 

Reynolds number, 

mean static-pressure coefficient, (used for 

whirling inlet flow) 

static-pressure coefficient, (used, for axial 

inlet flow) 

diffuser loss coefficient, 

boundary-layer thickness 

boundary-layer displacement thickness, 10 (1 - U)dY 
o 

boundary-layer shape parameter 

diffuser inlet station 

axial component 

reference to diffuser inner wall 

reference to diffuser outer wall 
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Test equipment.- A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is 
shown in figure 1. A more detailed drawing of the immediate area of 
the diffuser is shown in figure 2. 

The setup consisted of an annular diffuser and tailpipe of constant 
outer diameter preceded by a section of annular ducting approximately 
27 feet long. The diffuser had an outer diameter of 21 inches, an area 
ratio of 1.9:1, and an overall equivalent conical angle of expansion 
of 240. The diffuser inner body was designed to give a uniform loss 
of total pressure per unit length of diffuser section, as recommended 
by Gibson (refs. 4 and 5), and may be represented by the equation 

The values given by this equation agree very closely with the values 
obtained from direct measurements given in figure 2. The upstream 

annular ducting had a constant inner diameter of l~ inches and an 

outer diameter varying between 21 and 25 inches. Air entered the test 
apparatus through a cylindrical screened inlet. From this chamber, air 
flowed through an inlet bell, through the stators, and through 27 feet 
of annular ducting to the diffuser inlet. The stator blades were fixed 
to produce fu~ aver~ge whirf angle at the diffuser inlet of about 210. 
The quantity of air passing through th~ experimental setup was controlled 
by a variable-speed exhauster connected far downstream of the diffuser 
exit. 

Instrumentation.- Stream total pressures, static pressures, and 
whirl angles were measured by remote-control survey instruments, identical 
with the one shown in figure 3, at the diffuser inlet and exit stations 

and at the tailpipe station ~ inches downstream of the diffuser exit 

(fig. 2). The tailpipe station corresponds to the diffuser exit for the 
diffuser in references 1 and 2. Flow surveys were made at only one 
station at a time so there were no instruments in the stream ahead of 
the measuring stations. These surveys were made at four equally spaced 
positions on.the circumference of the duct at each of the survey stations. 
Results are based upon the average of all four circumferential positions. 

Four static orifices were spaced equally around the outer wall at 
the diffuser inlet station, exit station, and at the tailpipe station. 
Static orifices extending from upstream of the diffuser inlet station 
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to a point approximately 30 inches downstream of the exit station were 
installed along a single generatrix on the outer wall. Static orifices 
extending from approximately the diffuser inlet station to a point 
approximately 5 inches upstream of the diffuser exit station were 
located along a single generatrix on the inner wall of the diffuser. 

Small wool tufts, found to have no influencing effects on the 
diffuser performance, were used to observe the flow in the diffuser. 
These tufts were fastened along four generatrices approximately 900 

apart on both inner and outer walls of the diffuser and were viewed_ 
through transparent windows in the outer wall of the diffuser. 

Vortex generators.- Vortex-generator arrangements which had proved 
beneficial to the performance of a 150 diffuser, references 1 and 2, 
were used so as to permit a direct comparison between the two diffusers. 
Although tests were conducted in which the vortex-generator span, angle 
setting, and locations were varied, a systematic variation of the above 
variables was not made." Table I lists the vortex-generator arrangements 
tested. For the case of whirling inlet flow, only two arrangements were 
tested. One of these arrangements, arrangement 6, had large-span vortex 
generators on the outer wall and small-span vortex generators on the 
inner wall. This arrangement had been tested previously in conjunction 
with the 150 diffuser of reference 2 and was f01h~d to be equally effec
tive at inlet whirl angles between 00 and 210. NACA 0012 airfoil sec
tions were used as vortex generators. 

The angle setting of a vortex generator refers to the angle between 
the center line of the vortex generator and the diffuser center line. 
When whirl is present and the angle between the diffuser center line and 
the vortex-generator center line lies in the same quadrant as the angle 
between the diffuser center line "and the direction of flow, the angle 
setting is referred to as positive; when the angle lies in different 
quadrants, the angle is referred to as negative. The longitudinal posi
tion of the vortex generator is referred to a plane passing through the 
30-percent-chord station. The vortex generators, except when specified 
otherwise, were attached to the inner wall about 1 inch upstream of the 
cylinder-diffuser junction. 

Basis of comparison of the diffuser performance.- Pressure measure
ments at both the diffuser exit and at the tailpipe station were made 
so that a comparison of the performance of this diffuser with a diffuser 
of equal length and with one equal in length to the 240 diffuser and 
tailpipe (for instance, the 150 diffuser of refs. 1 and 2) could be 
made. 

The effectiveness of each vortex-generator arrangement on the per
formance of the annular diffuser has been compared on the basis of the 
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static-pressure coefficients ~/qci and ~2/qci. The mean static

pressure rise ~ for the diffuser having a whirling inlet flow has 
been calculated as the difference between the mean static pressure at 
some downstream station and the mean inlet static pressure; whereas for 
the diffuser having an axial inlet flow, the static-pressure rise ~2 

has been calculated as the difference between the average readings from 
four static orifices e~ually spaced about the circumference on the outer 
wall at some downstream station and the mean inlet static pressure. A 
comparison was also made on the basis of the mean loss coefficient 
6H/q . and mean whirl angle x. Longitudinal distributions of static 

Cl - -
P - Pi P - Pi 

pressure and radial distributions of static pressure , 
~ci . ~ci 

Hi - H 
total pressure whirl angle X, and velocity ratio u/u are 

qci 
presented for some configurations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Before the performance of a diffuser can be evaluated, the nature 
of the flow entering the diffuser must be known. Data from the four 
survey instruments spaced about the circumference at the inlet station 
are presented in terms of the average total pressure, static pressure, 
and whirl angle in figure 4. Data are presented for an inlet pressure 
ratio P./'H. of 0.95 for both axial flow and for a whirling inlet flow. 

1 la 

Practically no variation in the distribution of the various parameters 
was observed with variation of 'inlet pressure ratio. The inlet velocity 
profiles and the associated boundary-layer properties at each of the 
four circumferential positions for the diffuser having axial inlet flow 
are presented in figure 5. 

Axial Inlet Flow 

The mean diffuser loss coefficients 6H/~Ci' static-pressure coef

ficients ~2/qci' longitudinal distributions of static pressure, and 

radial distributions of total pressure, static pressure, whirl angle, 
and velocity ratio are presented in, figures 6 to 11 for axial inlet 
flow. Results are presented for the diffuser both with and without 
vortex generators. The two coefficients are presented in each case as 
a function of the axial inlet pressure ratio, P./H .. 

. 1 lli 
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Flow observation.- Tufts revealed the flow along the outer wall 
of the diffuser to be attached and the flow along the inner wall to 
separate approximately 8 inches downstream of the cylinder-diffuser 
junction. The flow along the outer wall with control was attached 
and somewhat more stable than for no control, whereas the flow along 
the inner wall was attached several inches downstream of that observed 
for no control. 

Diffuser performance.- A maximum static-pressure coefficient and 
minimum loss coefficient of 0.42 and 0.08, respectively, were observed 
at the diffuser exit station for the diffuser with no control (fig. 6). 
Corresponding coefficients at the tailpipe station were 0.51 and 0.09. 
The maximum static-pressure coefficient at the diffuser exit (0.42) is 
only 58 percent of that possible in the diffuser considering one
dimensional isentropic flow as the ideal, whereas the maximum coeffi
cient at the tailpipe station (0.51) is 71 percent of that possible. 
The significant increase in static pressure in the relatively short 

tailpipe, skh inches, is indicative of a rapid mixing action that is 
16 

probably accelerated by the turbulence produced by the flow separation 
from the inner wall, which occurs approximately 5 inches upstream of 
the diffuser exit station. The loss of total pressure in the tailpipe, 
resulting from mixing action and wall friction, is approximately 12 per
cent of that incurred in the diffuser. 

The value of loss coefficient obtained by Gibson for the diffuser 
shape used is approximately 0.11 when corrected for the additional 
friction loss of the annular diffuser. This value is greater than the 
measured value at the tailpipe station given in figure 6. Gibson's 
straight-wall-diffuser tests indicate that for a linear diameter-length 
variation, ,as obtained with a straight-wall diffuser, a loss coefficient 
of approximately 0.14 would result. A check of Peters' conical-diffuser 
tests with large inlet boundary layer (ref. 6) indicates that a 
240 straight-wall diffuser would produce a value of ~2/qCi of about 

0.33, whereas the test diffuser produced, in a comparable Mach number 
range, a value of ~2/qCi of about 0.39. Thus, the special shape 

given to the test diffuser is probably responsible for about a 27-percent 
decrease in loss coefficient and an 18-percent increase in pressure rise. 

Figure 7, which includes results for no control as well as for all 
vortex-generator configurations tested for axial inlet flow, indicates 
vortex generators to be responsible for appreciable increases in the 
static-pressure coeffiCient, witn maximum improvement realized with 
vortex-generator arrangement 1. This arrangement is responsible for 
increases of 20 and 13 percent at the diffuser exit and tailpipe stations, 
respectively. This increase in static-pressure coefficient, however, is 
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accompanied by an 18-percent increase in loss coefficient to the exit. 
station and for no change in loss coefficient to the tailpipe station. 
This arrangement was also the most efficient for the diffuser of ref
erences 1 and 2. Notice that with control the performance coefficients 
up to the diffuser exit are approximately equal to the coefficients 
at the tailpipe station with no control. The same vortex-generator 
arrangement located 6 inches downstream (arrangement 4) has a smaller 
loss coefficient at the tailpipe station in the range of pressure ratio 
from 0.965 to 0.92 but has a somewhat larger coefficient elsewhere. 
Attempts to improve the performance by increasing the strength of the 
vortex-generator action (increased .span or angle of attack) were not 
successful inasmuch as lower static-pressure coefficients and higher 
loss coefficients were obtained, as indicated in figure 7. 

A comparison of the performance values for the 240 diffuser reported 
herein and the 15° diffuser of references 1 and 2 has been summarized in 
table II. The numerical values listed in the table apply for an inlet 
pressure ratio P./H. of 0.92; however, in most cases the variation of 

1 la 

performance with inlet Mach number is insignificant. Values measured 
at the diffuser exits and at the tailpipe station are given. The 
150 diffuser exit and tailpipe station are synonymous. At the diffuser 
exit stations the 150 diffuser shows definite superiority in static
pressure rise and velocity distribution with or without control, less 
total-pressure loss for the control case, and somewhat more without con
trol. At the tailpipe station, however, there is little choice between 
the two diffusers with regard to static-pressure coefficients. 

Radial distributions.- Figure 8 preserits the radial distributions 
of total pressure, static pressure) whirl ar~le, and velocity ratio at 
both the diffuser exit and the tailpipe stations for the diffuser with 

. no control and with the best control arrangement (arrangement 1). The 
distributions realized with the other control arrangements, available 
at the tailpipe station only, are very similar to those realized with 
arrangement 1 and have therefore not been presented. The effect of 
vortex generators and the tailpipe are essentially the same, both pro
duce more uniform profiles. The velocity distribution at the diffuser 
exit for control is equally as favorable near the outer wall as that 
at the tailpipe station- for no control but is by far less uniform in 
the region near the center of the diffuser. 

The effects of diffuser length on the exit velocity distributions 
are shown in figure 9. The data presented are for no control and for 
the more efficient control. arrangement.. In general there are only very 
minor differences in the velocity profiles for the two diffusers near 
the outer wall; however, significant differences appear near the center 
portion of the diffuser. Profiles at the exit of the 150 diffuser are 
definitely more favorable than at the exit of the 240 diffuser. At 
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the'tailpipe station the 240 diffuser has greater velocities in a region 
near the diffuser center line which represents approximately 15 percent 
of the diffuser area. This change in distribution can only be accom
plished by a reduction in the maximum velocity and a shifting of the 
flow radially inward toward the center line. It appears, then, that 
for a given length for diffusion, a more favorable velocity profile 
can be obtained by shortening the inner body and taking advantage of 
the intense turbulent mixing occurring in the relatively short tailpipe. 
This fact becomes particularly important when it is realized that the 
coefficients discussed in the previous section were approximately equal 
for the two diffusers. 

LOngitudinal static-pressure distributions.- The drag loss of the 
vortex generators and the local acceleration due to the blocking effect 
of the generators produce, as shown in figure 10, lower static pressures 
for the first 9 inches of the outer wall and l2 inches of the inner wall. 
Downstream from these two points, the control case produced a definite 
improvement. The action of the vortex generators apparently permitted 
the diffuser to maintain a steep pressure gradient for about 10 inches 
of length as compared with about 5 inches for no control; however, for 
the vortex-generator case, the first inch or two was required to over
come the local pres,sure depression due to the vortex-generator 
installation. 

, The effect of diffuser inner-body shape on longitudinal static
pressure distributions is shown in figure 11. As the sketch in fig-
ure 11 shows, the inner body of the 240 diffuser, as compared with the 
inner body of the 150 diffuser which has a constant slope, has initially 
a more gradual rate of change of slope which becomes equal to that of 
the 150 diffuser inner body approximately 7 inches downstream; beyond 
this point, the rate of change is very rapid. Thus, ideally, the rate 
of diffusion is initially less and then much more for the 240 diffuser 
than for the 150 diffuser. 

For no control, the favorable influence of the parabolic shape on 
the delay of separation from the inner wall, which was noted in tuft 
observations, is reflected in improved diffusion over a greater distance 
from the inlet station. This gain is short-lived, however, for once the 
flow becomes separated from the inner body, no further diffusion occurs; 
whereas for the 150 diffuser some diffusion continues and at a compara
tively short distance downstream, the static-pressure coefficient equals 
that for the 240 diffuser. Thus, in the case of the 240 diffuser, there 
is little to be gained in static pressure by delaying separation. 

With vortex generators, separation was prevented in the 150 diffuser 
and higher pressures were maintained along the diffuser length than for 
the 240 diffuser in which the flow separated a short distance from the 
downstream end of the inner body. 
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Whirling Inlet Flow 

In order to represent more closely the inlet condition under which 
this type of diffuser might be required to operate, tests were conducted 
with an inlet-flow whirl angle of 20.60 ; this value was considered as 
typical of a maximum value for most turbojet-afterburner installations 
and was believed to be adequate to obtain the effects of a whirling 
inlet flow on diffuser performance. 

One of the conclusions of reference 2 regarding whirling flow in 
a diffuser was that, in order to obtain significant increases in static
pressure coefficient at this whirl angle, ~t was necessary to straighten 
the flow, thus removing the tangential kinetic energy. One vortex
generator arrangement used in conjunction with the 150 diffuser of ref
erence 2 was responsible for substantial improvements in diffuser per
formance at inlet whirl angles up to 20.60 . This arrangement 
(arrangement 6) and one other arrangement (arrangement 5)·have been 
used in tests of this 240 diffuser. 

The mean loss coefficients, mean static-pressure coeffiCients, 
mean whirl angles, longitudinal distributions of static pressure, and 
radial distributions of total pressure, static pressure, whirl angle, 
and veloCity ratio are presented in figures 12 to 16 for whirling inlet 
flow. 

Flow observation.- Without vortex generators, tufts along the dif
fuser outer wall revealed attached flow which increased in whirl angle 
as the flow progressed through the diffuser, whereas tufts along the 
inner wall indicated attached flow over the larger portion of the inner 
body and indicated a very high angle of whirl, approaching 900 , at the 
diffuser exit. Vortex-generator arrangement 5 had no visible effect 
upon the flow on the outer wall; however, with this arrangement the 
flow on the inner wall remained attached over a large part of the dif
fuser but was observed to rotate in a direction opposite from that at 
the inlet and along the outer wall. Arrangement 6 created approximately 
axial flow along both the outer and inner walls while maintaining 
attached flow along the outer wall and over a large part of the inner 
wall. 

Diffuser performance.- The mean values of static-pressure coeffi

ficient Dp/q " loss coefficient 6H/q" and whirl angle X at both 
Cl Cl 

the diffuser exit and tailpipe stations for the diffuser with and with
out control are presented in figure 12 .. For no control, there are no 
significant changes in static-pressure coefficient or whirl angle 
between the two stations; however, the loss coefficient is greater at 
the tailpipe station over most of the speed range tested. Vortex
generator arrangement 5 results in a maximum pressure coefficient 
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of 0.54 and a m1nlffiUID loss coefficient of 0.12 at the tailpipe station; 
this represents an increase in. the coefficients of 9 and 53 percent) 
respectively, when compared with values obtained for no control. This 
improvement in static-pressure coefficient results from a conversion 
of a portion of the tangential kinetic energy to static pressure 
(reduction in whirl angle from 400 to 200 , see ref. 2). Arrangement 6 
improved the static-pressure coefficient while increasing the loss 
coefficient and practically eliminating the exit whirl angle. For 
this arrangement, surveys were made at the diffuser exit station only; 
however, these surveys indicate that the static-pressure coefficient 
realized at this station is approximately equal to that realized at 
the tailpipe station when utilizing arrangement 5. For arrangement 6, 
substantial increases in static pressure and the establishment of a 
more uniform profile would probably be realized in the tailpipe because 
of the existence of approximately axial flows at the exit station and 
the expected intense turbulent mixing in the tailpipe created by flow 
separation from the inner body wall. The static-pressure. coefficient 
obtained for this arrangement is approximately equal to that obtained 
for the diffuser having axial flow and arrangement 1; however, the loss 
coefficient is much greater. 

A comparison of the 150 diffuser (ref. 2) and the 240 diffuser 
performance coefficients is given in table II. For no control the 
static-pressure coefficients at the exits of the 240 and 150 diffusers 
are equal; however, the loss coefficient of the 240 diffuser is approxi
mately one-half the value for the 150 diffuser. With arrangement 6 
the 150 diffuser is better in all respects. At the tailpipe stations 
the performance parameters for no control and for control arrangement 5 
permit little choice between the two diffusers. 

Radial distributions.- The distributions of tot§l pressure and 

static pressure, expressed, respectively, in terms 
H; - H P - p. .... and . 1 

<rCi <rCi 
whirl angle X, and velocity ratio u/U are presented at both the dif
fuser exit and tailpipe stations with control and no control in figure 13. 
For no control the total-pressure. losses near the outer wall are smaller, 
the static pressures are much greater) and the whirl angles are smaller 
than near the inner wall. Comparison of the no-control curves at the 
diffuser exit station with those at the tailpipe station in a region 
near the outer wall indicates that the total pressures are greater, 
static pressures are less, and whirl angles are less than at the tail
pipe station. The opposite is true near the inner wall. 

The effect of vortex-generator arrangement 5 was to reduce the 
total-andstatic:-pressure variation and to alter the whirl-angle dis
tribution in a manner such that the flow near the inner wall whirls 
in a direction opposite to that near the outer wall. The velocity 
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profile for the diffuser with this arrangement is more favorable near 
the outer wall and less favorable near the inner wall than the profile 
of the diffuser with no control. Arrangement 6 had somewhat the same 
effect as arrangement 5 except the whirl angle was approximately con
stant near 00 across the duct. It should be noted that essentially 
all of the tangential kinetic energy was removed by this arrangement. 

A comparison of the 150 and 240 diffuser velocity profiles at both 
the diffuser exit and the tailpipe stations for control and no control 
is given in figure 14. The velocity profiles at the exit station of 
the 240 diffuser are somewhat more irregular than at the exit of the 
150 diffuser. The profiles of the two diffusers at the tailpipe 
station are almost identical. At the tailpipe station the profiles 
observed with no control are more uniform than those for axial flow 
with vortex generators; however, the radial total, and static-pressure 
coefficients for axial flow, discussed earlier for the 240 diffuser and 
in reference 2 for the 150 diffuser, are more uniform than noted for 
whirling flows. 

Longitudinal static-pressure distributions.- The distributions of 
static pressure, shown in figure 15, 'indicate a local acceleration of 
the flow at the cylinder-diffuser junction. With no control a maximum 
pressure is observed to occur on the inner wall 13 inches from the 
inlet station. The decrease in pressure downstream from this point 
results from an increase in whirl motion. The effect of vortex
generator arrangement 5 on static pressures along the outer wall is 
negligible, whereas the effect on the inner wall is to increase the 
rate of change along the wall and thus give a higher final pressure. 
Arrangement 6 gives slightly lower pressures along the outer wall and 
correspondingly higher pressures along the inner wall than did 
arrangement 5. 

A comparison of the longitudinal static-pressure coefficients on 
the inner and outer walls of the 150 and 240 diffusers in a whirling 
flow is presented in figure 16. Without vortex generators, there is 
little difference between the two diffusers. Both show only a small 
rise in static pressure along the inner boqy. With vortex generators, 
diffusion is a little better in the 150 diffuser. The vortex generators 
have also equalized the diffusion along both surfaces for both diffusers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn as to the performance and the 
influence of vort~x generators on performance of an annular straight
outer-wall diffuser and tailpipe having an outer diameter of 21 inches, 
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an area ratio of 1.9:1, and a 240 overall equivalent conical expansion 
angle. The center body of this diffuser was designed to give a constant 
loss of total pressure per unit length of diffuser. The diffuser was 
tested with fully developed pipe flow at the inlet for two inlet angles 
of whirl, 00 and 20.60 • 

1. With axial inlet flow and no control, the diffuser performed 
relatively inefficiently compared to estimates based on one-dimensional 
analysis. 

2. For axial inlet flow and no control, the total-pressure loss 
and static-pressure rise of this diffuser were better than those of an 
equivalent-length diffuser having a conical inner body. 

3. With control the performance coefficients up to the diffuser 
exit were approximately equal to those realized at the tailpipe station 
with no control. 

4. The best vortex-generator installation improved the static
pressure coefficient and downstream radial distributions without sig
nificantly altering the loss coefficient. 

5. For 20.60 whirling inlet flow and no control, there was no 
noticeable improvement in the static-pressure coefficient between the 
diffuser exit and tailpipe stations; however, the loss coefficient 
increased significantly and the velocity profile was greatly improved. 

6. Each vortex-generator configuration increased the static pressure 
and loss coefficients, greatly decreased the exit whirl angle, and 
established less uniform velocity profiles. 

7. Considering performance, geometry, and weight, the combination 
of the 240 diffuser and tailpipe compares very favorably in general to 
the 150 diffuser tested previously. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National AdviSOry Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., August 14, 1953. 
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Arrange-
ment 

1 

2 
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VORTEX-GENERA'roR ARRANGEMENTS TESTED 

~entY-four 3-inch-chord generators having NACA 0012 airfoil section~ 

Angle setting Location upstream (+) or 
Span, Setting 

Diffuser of adjacent 
Inlet whirl downstream (-) from 

in. wall airfoils, deg angle, deg cylinder-diffuser 
\ junction, in. 

1 
Counterrotating Inner 0 +1 2: ±15 

1 -------do------ --do-
2 

±23 0 +1 

1 -------do------ --do- ±15 0 +1 

1 
-------do------ --do- ±15 0 -5 2 
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Corotating --do- +1 
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TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF THE 240 DIFFUSER WITH 

THAT OF THE 150 DIFFUSER OF REFERENCE 2 

I 
------l)O~ Air Flow 

I 
240 Diffuser 

24
0 

Diffuser 

Vortex-. 
generator 

arrangement 

None 

1 

None 

5 

6 

/ exit station 

..... , 
/',. 

inner wall , 

DLrfuser 
angle, 

deg 

,. 
\ 

\ 

I 

Station ~ 
~i 

Axial inlet flow 

Diffuser 0.42 
24 exit 

tailpipe ·51 

Diffuser ·50 
15 exit 

tailpipe ·50 

DLrfuser ·50 
24 exit 

tailpipe .58 

DLrfuser .61 
15 exit 

tailpipe .61 

20.60 whirling inlet flow 

DLrfuser 0.48 
24 exit 

tailpipe .49 

Diffuser .48 
15 exit 

tailpipe .48 

Diffuser ----
24 exit 

tailpipe .54 

DLrfuser ·53 
15 exit 

tailpipe ·53 

DLrfuser ·52 
24 exit 

tailpipe ----

Diffuser .58 
15 exit 

tailpipe ·58 

1

/ 150 Diffuser exit· station 

I~ Diffuser tailpipe station 

inner wall 

-6H X, -
qci deg 

0.08 ---

.09 

.10 ---

.10 ---

.09 ---

.09 ---

.04 ---

.04 ---

0.03 38 

.07 40 

.07 42 

.07 42 

---- ---
.il 19 

.12 25 

.12 25 

.15 1 

---- ---

.09 5 

.09 5 

17 
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D Dirc:uiDterentlal location ot static oritices on the outer 
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Figure 2. - Schematic diagram of the diffuser tested. All dimensions are 
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Figure 3.- Sketch of a typical survey instrument. 
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